The Ã-state dissociation continuum of NO-Ar and its near infrared spectrum.
After preparing NO-Ar in a vibrational state correlating with the first overtone vibration in NO, we recorded its hot band UV spectrum by monitoring simultaneously the intensity in the NO(+) and the NO(+)-Ar ion channels. In this way, the bound as well as the continuous part of the electronic Ã←X̃ spectrum are observed directly. Below the dissociation threshold, the intensity is found exclusively in the NO(+)-Ar ion channel while above it is found in the NO fragment ion channel. We observe simultaneously intensity in both ion channels only for a very narrow frequency range near the dissociation threshold. Structures in the dissociation spectrum correlate well with the thresholds for production of NO(A) in different rotational states. At frequencies well above the dissociation threshold, NO-Ar is detected efficiently as a NO fragment. This fact has been exploited to record the near IR spectrum of NO-Ar with significantly increased sensitivity. The dissociation detected spectra are essentially identical to our previous constant photon energy sum (CONPHOENERS) scans [B. Wen, Y. Kim, H. Meyer, J. Kłos, and M. H. Alexander, J. Phys. Chem. A 112, 9483 (2008)]. Several hot band spectra have been remeasured with improved sensitivity enabling a comprehensive analysis yielding for the first time spectroscopic constants for levels associated with the potential surfaces of NO-Ar correlating with NO(v(NO) = 0 and 2). Since many NO-X complexes do not have a strong bound Ã-state spectrum, although they do have a Ã-state dissociation continuum, there is the possibility to record their near IR spectra by employing dissociation detection.